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Abstract 
Harizanov, V.S., Uncountable degree spectra, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 54 (1991) 
255-263. 
We consider a recursive model ti and an additional recursive relation R on its domain, such 
that there are uncountably many different images of R under isomorphisms from d to some 
(and therefore every) recursive model 3 isomorphic to &. We study properties of the set of 
Turing degrees of all these isomorphic images of R on the domain of 3. 
0. Introduction and notation 
A model or, synonymously, a structure ~4 is recursive if its domain A is a 
recursive subset of w = (0, 1, 2, . . . } and its relations and operations (possibly 
infinite in number) are uniformly recursive. That is, there is a recursive procedure 
which determines for a quantifier-free formula r+!~(x~, . . . , x,) and a sequence of 
elements al, . . . , a, from A, whether SY F r/~[ui, . . . , a,]. One of the important 
and interesting questions in recursive model theory is how a specific “recursive 
aspect” of a recursive model & may change under an isomorphism from ti to 
another recursive model. In [3], Ash and Nerode consider an additional recursive 
relation R on the domain of a recursive model ti for a language L (that is, R is 
not named in L), and study the conditions under which the image of R under any 
isomorphism from ti to another recursive model is necessarily a recursive 
relation, or necessarily an r.e. relation. If such isomorphic images of some 
relation on the domain of JZZ always belong to a certain class 9 of relations, then 
that relation is called intrinsically 9 on d. 
Ash and Nerode define R to be formally r.e. if and only if R is equivalent to a 
recursive infinitary Z1 formula with finitely many parameters. They prove that 
this syntactic condition is, under certain decidability conditions, equivalent to R 
being intrinsically r.e. on .#. Barker [4] extends the previous result to all 20, 
relations for (Y a constructive ordinal. He proves that if certain extra decidability 
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conditions are satisfied, then R is intrinsically 2: if and only if R is formally Et, 
which means that R is equivalent to a recursive infinitary J$ formula with finitely 
many fixed parameters. 
It is easy to see that for n E o, the class of recursive models with all AZ 
relations on their domains being intrinsically A:, coincides with the class of all 
AZ-stable models, which are recursive models whose every isomorphism with a 
recursive model is Ajj. Goncharov [5] and Ash and Nerode [3] give a recursive 
syntactic condition for ~4, which is equivalent to ~4 being recursively stable (i.e. 
A:-stable), under the assumption that ~4 is l-recursive, that is, the existential 
diagram of & is recursive and vice versa. The syntactic condition is: there exist 
finitely many parameters and a recursive sequence of existential formulas with 
these parameters and one free variable, such that every element of the domain of 
~4 satisfies exactly one of the formulas. Ash [l] generalizes the previous result to 
every n > 1. He establishes a syntactic condition for &, termed “& has a formally 
Ajl-enumeration”, which is, under further decidability conditions, equivalent to ti 
being AZ-stable. Ash [2] further gives a similar characterization of AZ-stable 
models for all AZ in hyperarithmetical hierarchy. 
Thus, the previous research in this area is concerned with the relations on the 
domain of a recursive model which are intrinsically 9 for some class 9 in the 
arithmetical or hyperarithmetical hierarchy. However, we study the recursive 
relations on the domain of a recursive model, which have uncountably many 
corresponding images on the domains of the isomorphic recursive models. 
Furthermore, we are concerned with the Turing degrees of these images. 
For models &! and 93 of the same language, we write f: d = % to denote that f 
is an isomorphism from ti to 9% If R is an m-ary relation on the domain of &, we 
use f: (a, R) = (LB, X) to denote that 
f: &! = 9 and X =f(R) =def {(f(aJ, . . . ,f(a,)): (a,, . . . , a,) E Rl. 
For a function f, dam(f) and rng(f) are used to abbreviate its domain and range, 
respectively. If o and t are finite sequences, then u”r is the sequence obtained by 
concatenating them. 
Let X, Y G o. Then X is the complement of X, deg(X) is the Turing degree of 
X, and 
Xc, Y denotes that X is recursive in (Turing reducible to) Y. We use the 
lowercase boldface letters to denote Turing degrees. In particular, x = deg(X), 
0 = deg(@), where 0 is the empty set, and x’ = deg(X’), where X’ is the jump of 
X. Further, x U y =&f deg(X @ Y), and x ) y denotes that x and y are Turing 
incomparable. Let 9 be the set of all Turing degrees. For o E 2’“, we write 
{e}:(n) = m if {e}:(n) = m f or some oracle C 2 u and only elements in dam(a) 
are used in the computation. 
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I. Uncountable sets of isomorphic images 
All recursive models to be considered here are infinite, and therefore, without 
loss of generality, we may assume that they have domain w. Let .& be a fixed 
recursive model for a language L, and let R be a fixed recursive relation on its 
domain. In order to simplify the notation, we will assume in our definitions and 
theorems that R is a unary relation. 
A finite partial permutation on w is a l-l and onto function whose domain and 
codomain are subsets of CO. We use letters p, q, r (possibly with indices or “) to 
denote finite partial permutations on CO. 
1.1. Definition. (i) Let 92 be a structure for L. We say that p is a finite partial 
isomorphimz from ~24 to 94 if for every atomic formula qrn = qm(x,, . . , xk) of L, 
and every a,, . . , uk E dam(p), 
d k rp,[a, t . . . ,%J - 23 k %&(~I>, . . . 7 P(dl. 
(ii) We say that p and q are R-equivalent, and write P--~ q, if for all n, 
n E @g(p) n mg(q)) + (pp’(n) E R eq-‘(n) E W 
(It follows immediately from (ii) that 
P 
-1 
-Rq -’ a (Vn E (dam(p) rl dom(q)))[p(n) E R eq(n) E RI.) 
(iii) Let 93 be a recursive structure isomorphic to ~4. A set S, of finite partial 
permutations on u is defined by: 
P E &a SJ (p can be extended to uncountably many isomorphisms 
from ti to B such that the images of R under these 
isomorphisms are pairwise distinct). 
1.2. Definition. (i) The degree spectrum of R on ~4, in symbols DgSp,(R), is the 
set of Turing degrees of the images of R under all isomorphisms of ~4 with the 
isomorphic recursive models. That is, 
DgSp,(R) = {deg(X): (3%X% is recursive & (3f)[f: (&, R) = (93, X)]]}. 
(ii) Let 93 be a recursive model isomorphic to Sp. The B-degree spectrum of R 
on d, in symbols DgSp,,,(R), is the set of Turing degrees of the images of R 
under all isomorphisms from & to 24. That is, 
DgSp,,&R) = {deg(X): (%)[f: (4 R) = (3, WI). 
1.3. Example. If & is a recursive structure with at most countably many 
automorphisms, then for every recursive relation R on the domain of &, 
DgSp,(R) is at most countable. For example, (o* + w, =c) is a recursive 
structure with countably many automorphisms. Further examples are the struc- 
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tures (0, <) and (o + o*, <), which are rigid, that is, without nontrivial 
automorphisms. 
However, we will focus on the case when DgSp,(R) is an uncountable set. It is 
equivalent to DgSp,(R) being unbounded in 9, since every Turing degree has at 
most X0 degrees below it, and a countable set of Turing degrees has an upper 
bound in 9. 
1.4. Theorem. The following are equivalent: 
(i) DgSp,(R) is an uncountable (unbounded in 9) set. 
(ii) For every recursive model 93 isomorphic to ~4, there is an uncountable set of 
isomorphisms from & to 53 such that the images of R under these automorphisms 
are pairwise distinct. That is, DgSp &JR) is an uncountable (unbounded in 9) 
set. 
(iii) For every recursive model 93 isomorphic to sJ, there is a nonempty set T of 
finite partial isomorphisms from .c$ to 93 such that 
(A) (VP E T)(3 rl, r2 E T)[rI zp & r2 SP & l(rI -Rr2)], and 
(B) (VP E T)(va, b E o)(3r E T)[r zp & a E dam(r) & b E rng(r)]. 
(iv) For every recursive model 53 isomorphic to ~4, (A) and (B) from (iii) hold 
for T=S,. 
(v) DgSp,(R) has cardinality 2’“, and for every recursive model 93 isomorphic 
to d, DgSp,,&R) has cardinality 2’O. 
Proof. (i)+(ii). Assume that DgSp,(R) is uncountable. Since there are only 
countably many recursive models for L, there exist a recursive model % and an 
uncountable family {f;: i E Z} of isomorphisms from & to % such that for all i, 
j E Z, if i fj, then f(R) #J(R). Ch oose g such that g: % L- 3. Clearly, {g&: i E Z} 
is a family of isomorphisms from .& to 5% such that for all i, j E I, if i fj, then 
g(f;(R)) MA(R)). S’ mce every Turing degree contains countably many sets of 
natural numbers, DgSp,,,(R) is uncountable. 
(ii) 3 (iv). Since 0 E S,, S, is nonempty. Assume that p E S,. Let {A: i E Z} be 
an uncountable set of isomorphisms from ti to 9 such that h 2 p, and if i fj, 
then f(R) #A(R), where i, j E I. 
In order to prove (A), consider a full binary tree Tr. Let each infinite branch of 
Tr correspond to a subset of w. (For example, (1, 0, 0, 1, . . .) corresponds to set 
X such that 0 E X, 1 4 X, 2 $ X, 3 E X, etc.) Let Xi =+r J;(R), i E 1. Let Br be the 
uncountable set of the infinite branches of Tr which correspond to Xi, i E I. Then, 
there is a node (Y E Tr such that the sets {aE Br: a? a”(O)} and {ae Br: 
oz a”( 1)) are uncountable. (Otherwise, we can conclude that there are 
uncountably many infinite branches of Tr such that all of their nodes are on a 
single infinite branch.) Let n = Ih(cu). Then, the sets {i E I: n E Xi} and {i E I: n $ 
Xi} are uncountable. Since for i E I, f;‘( n E w, there are uncountable subsets Z, ) 
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and I, of Z, and there are natural numbers m, E R and m2 E R such that 
(Vi e Zl)[fi(m,) = n] and (Vi E Zz)[f;(m2) = n]. Let rl =&.f p ^( (ml, n)) and rz=&f 
p”( (m,?, n)). We have that r,, r2 E S, and l(ri -Rr2). 
In order to prove (B), let a, 6 E w. Since w is countable, there is an 
uncountable set Z, E Z such that for some b’, (Vi E Zi)[f;.(a) = b’]. Similarly, there 
is an uncountable set Z2 E Z, such that for some a’, (Vi E I,)[f;‘(b) = a’]. Let 
r =p U {(a, b’), (a’, 6)). Clearly, r E S, and (B) is satisfied. 
(Note that (ii) is used only to show that &, is a nonempty set.) 
(iv) j (iii) is obvious. 
(iii) j (v). Assume that (iii) holds for a recursive model 9 isomorphic to _~4. 
Recursively define a sequence {r=: (Y E 2<“} of finite partial isomorphisms from & 
to $3. Let r0 be an arbitrary element of T. For each r,, c-x E 2’“, let rz, and m, be 
the least numbers such that n, 4 dom(r,) and m, $ rng(r=). Define ?a to be an 
element of T such that ?a 2 r,, n, E dom(fa) and m, E rng(fa). Now let raAco) and 
rolAcl) be elements in T such that rluAco) 2 Pa,, rruA(l) 2 ?a and l(raAcoj -Rr,nllj). 
For each o E 2”, let f0 =&f lJ {r=: (1( G 0 & (Y E 2<,}. Clearly, {fO: (J E 2”) is a 
set of isomorphisms from J& to 9 of cardinality 2%. Let a, t E 2” be such that 
o # r. Then, there is n E (rgn(&) fl rgn(fs)) such that f;‘(n) E R e,f;‘(n) 4 R. 
That is, n l f,(R)@n $fx(R). Hence, f,(R) #f,(R). Thus, DgSp,,,(R) has 
cardinality 2%. Since DgSp d,d(R) E DgSp,(R), DgSp,(R) also has cardinality 
2K”. 
(v) + (i) is obvious. 0 
1.5. Proposition. S, is a J2: set. 
Proof. Let qo, ql, q2, . . . be an effective enumeration of all atomic formulas of 
L. The following equivalence, which follows from the proof of Theorem 1.4, 
shows that S, is 2:: 
Let E’ be 
(3T # O)(Vr E T)(Vu, b E w)(3 r,, r2 E T)[r zp & (r is a finite partial 
isomorphism from & to 3) & (a E dom(r,) & b E rng(ri)) & (r 
extends to rl and r2 which are not R-equivalent)] 
(3T # O)(Vr E T)(Vu, b E co)@,, r2 E T)[(r is a finite partial func- 
tion on w) & r zp & (Vn,, n2 E dom(r))[ni # It2 3 r(nl) # r(n2)] 
& (Vm)[% = Q&&I, . . . , xk) + (b, . . . , ak E dom(r))[d L 
%[a,, * * . , ak] c3 53 k 97&-(ad, . . . , r@k)]]] & (a E dom(rJ & 
b e rng(ri)) & rl, r2 2 r & -$rl -Rr2)]. 0 
defined as in [lo, p. 3801. Since every 2: set is recursive in E’, we 
have that S, + E’. 
1.6. Example. Let d = (Q, <), where Q is the set of all rational numbers. Let R 
be the open initial segment of Q, determined by fi. .& has the property that 
every partial isomorphism with an isomorphic model (that is, with a dense linear 
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order without endpoints) can be extended to an isomorphism. Thus, it is easy to 
see that & and R satisfy (iv) of Theorem 1.4. Hence, DgSp&(R) is unbounded in 
9. 
2. Turing degrees of the uncountably many isomorphic images 
2.1. Theorem. Assume that DgSp,(R) is unbounded in 9, and let 93 be a 
recursive model isomorphic to ~4. Then, for every Turing degree d > sBg, there is 
xEDgSp,,,(R)suchthatd=xUsB. (Hence,x=dorxIs,.) 
Proof. Let d > s%, and let D be a set of natural numbers such that d = deg(D). 
We will use a finite extension argument to construct a sequence {fs}sco of finite 
partial isomorphisms from & to $33. The union offs, s E CO, will be an isomorphism 
from ti to 9, whose image of R is a set of degree x such that d = x U s%. 
Construction 
Stage s = 0. Set fo =def 0. 
Stage s + 1 = 2e + 1. Given fs E S,, use the SB-oracle to find the least two 
functions r, and r2 (in some effective ordering of all finite functions on natural 
numbers) such that r,, r, E S,, rl zfs, r, zfs and l(rI -R r2). Let n be the least 
number such that n E (rng(rJ n rng(r,)), and r;‘(n) E R err;‘(n) $ R. Let i and j 
be such that {i, j} = { 1, 2}, r;‘(n) E R and r,:‘(n) I# R. Define 
fS+l=(; ;;:;;’ 
I 
Stage s + 1 = 2e + 2. Let a = ,w(x $ dom(fs)), and let b = py( y C$ rng(fs)). 
Define fS+I to be the least function in S, such that fS+I zfs, a E dom(fs+,), and 
b E rng(fs+J. (This completes the construction.) 
Let f =+,f U {fs: s E w} and X=def f (R). 
Claim 1. X+.D. 
Proof. Since the construction is (D Cl3 ?&)-recursive and S, + D, the construc- 
tion is D-recursive, and the sequence {fs}stw is D-recursive. To decide whether 
n E X, find the least s such that II E rng(&). Then, 
neX ~3 fJ’(n)ER. q 
Claim 2. D+X CBS,. 
Proof. We prove inductively that {fr}sew is an (X @&)-recursive sequence and 
that D+X @3 S,. Given fs, s = 2e, use an SB-oracle to find the corresponding r, 
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and r,, and then find the corresponding n, i and j. Since (e E D en E X), fs+l = ri 
ifeED, andf,,, = 5 if e $ D, we can use an X-oracle to determine whether e E D 
and to find fs+l. Now, given fs+l, use an &,-oracle to find fs+*. Cl 
2.2. Corollary. If sya = 0 and DgSp,(R) is unbounded, then DgSp,,,(R) = 9. 
In particular, for & and R in Example 1.6, DgSp,,,(R) = 9. 
2.3. Theorem. Assume that DgSp,(R) is unbounded in 9, and let 9 be a 
recursive model isomorphic to ~4. Then, for every Turing degree d > s&, there is 
x E DgSp,(R) such that d = x u s; = x’ u s;. 
Note that x 1 sj,, since otherwise, x = d and hence x’ > d, contradicting 
d = x’ U s&. 
Proof. Let D be a set of natural numbers of Turing degree d > sk. 
Construction 
Stage s = 0. Set fo =def 0. 
State s + 1= 3e + 1 is the same as stage 2e + 1 of Theorem 2.1. 
Stage s + 1 = 3e + 2 is the same as stage 2e + 2 of Theorem 2.1. 
Stage s + 1 = 3e + 3. Given fs, use an Sk-oracle to test whether 
(J) (3r)(3a)(3t)[r E S, & r 3fs & o E 2’” & 0 = p&+) & {e}P(e)J], 
where &) is the characteristic function of r(dom(r) fl R) restricted to rng(r). If 
(J) is true, let fs+, be the least such r. Otherwise, set fs+l =fs. 
Let X=def f (R) and x = deg(X). 
Claim 1. X’ + D. 
Proof. Since the matrix of condition (J) is S,-recursive, (J) is r.e. in S,, that is, it 
is S&-recursive. Thus, the sequence {fs}se,,, is D-recursive, because Sj,c,D. In 
order to decide whether e E X’, we S&recursively determine whether (J) holds 
for fs, s = 3e + 2. If (J) holds, then e E X’. Otherwise, e $X’, because no r E S, 
such that r zfs has (c)O(e) defined for o = ~r*(~) E 2’“. 0 
Claim 2. D +X @ Sk. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Claim 2 of Theorem 2.1. •i 
Claim3. d=xUs&,=x’Us&. 
Proof. dGxUsjeSx’Us&Sd. Cl 
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2.4. Example. Let B be an infinite r.e. set such that B is introreducible, which 
means that if S E B is infinite, then B+S (that is, Bs,S). It can be shown 
[ll, p. 821 that there is such an h-simple set B in every nonzero r.e. degree. Fix a 
l-l recursive enumeration of B = {b,, b,, bZ, . . .}. 
Let d= (0; {KP,,,, {c~},,,,), where {Rt},,, is a uniformly recursive 
sequence of unary relations: Rt = (0, l}, Ry = (2, 3}, Rf = (4, 5}, . . . , Rz = 
{2n, 2n + l}, . . . . Further, {c~},_ is a uniformly recursive sequence of con- 
stants, where CUE R$ for example, cf = 2b,. Define R to be the successor 
relation on w. 
Claim 1. If $23 is a recursive model isomorphic to ,pP, then sys = b, where b = deg(B). 
Proof. In order to prove that sss < b, assume that p is a finite partial permutation 
on o. If (h)[p(dom(p) f~ Rt) &R,“], then p $ S,. Otherwise, find, recursively in 
B, all n E B such that dam(p) fl Rt # 0. Then p E S, if and only if for every such 
IZ, (Vu E dom(p))[p(a) = c,” @ a = ct]. 
Conversely, in order to prove that b s sal, let 12 be given. Effectively find a”, 
aI E R$ and vO, v, E RF. Let p. = {(ao, vo)} and p, = {(a,, v,)}. Then: 12 E B if 
and only if po, p1 E S,. 0 
Claim 2. DgSp,,,(R) = (0) U {x: x BT b}. 
Proof. Clearly, DgSp,,,(R) is an uncountable set since B is infinite. Let f: 
(4 RI = (4 Xl b e such that X is nonrecursive. We can easily prove by 
induction that deg(f) = deg(X). Thus, in order to prove that X2, B, it is enough 
to prove that f 5, B. However, since B is an introreducible set, it is enough to 
prove that f+-S for some infinite S G B. Let S =def {k: (3a E Rc)[f (a) #a]}. 
Since (Vn)[f(ct) = cd, (Vk)[]Rf] = 21 and CUE R$ we have that (3a E R$) 
[f(a) f al + k $ B. H ence S E l?. Since f is a nonrecursive automorphism, S 
is an infinite set. Clearly, f+S, since, given k, the two elements of R$ can be 
effectively found. Thus, DgSp,,,(R) E (0) U {x: x +. b}. Hence, DgSp,d,,(R) = 
(0) U {x:x+ b}. 0 
Claim 3. Zf f, g: ~4 = 53 and deg(f) f deg(g), then (deg(f) U deg(g)) 2 b. 
Proof. Consider the set S = {k: (3a E Re)[f (a) #g(a)]}. Clearly, (deg(f) U 
deg(g)) 2 deg(S). Also, S E B, and S is infinite since deg(f) # deg(g). Hence 
Sz=r B, so (deg(f) U deg(g)) 3 b. 0 
2.5. Example. Jockusch and Soare [7, Theorem 4.61 proved that there exist 
disjoint r.e. sets A and B such that (A U B) is coinfinite, but for any two sets C 
and D which each separate the pair (A, B), C and D are Turing incomparable 
unless their symmetric difference is finite. Fix l-l recursive enumerations of 
A = {ao, al, a2, . . .} and B = {b,, bl, bz, . . .}. 
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Let ~24 = (w; {KV,,,, {So},,,), where {Rt},,, and {Sf},,,, are uniformly 
recursive sequences of unary relations: Rf = (4n) and St = (4n + l}. Let 
R=d,f'2~. Then B=def(~; {Rf},,,,, {Sf},,,), where Rf'= {a,} and S,” = {b,}, 
is a recursive model isomorphic to ~4. It is easy to see that: (3f)[f: (a, R) = 
(93, X)] if and only if (A 5 X, X II B = 0, X - A is infinite and x - B is infinite). 
Hence DgSp,,AR) is an uncountable set of pairwise Turing incomparable 
degrees. 
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